Welcome to Wastewise
Wastewise is a leading waste management, recycling and skip hire company based in Hull and East Yorkshire. With over 50 years’
experience, we are committed to helping our customers improve their environmental performance whilst lowering costs.
We specialise in the collection, recycling and recovery of waste to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and recover valuable
raw materials. We pride ourselves on offering the most sustainable and cost effective solutions with unbeatable service levels.
Whether you are a local authority, business or homeowner, we can help.

Zero to landfill
At Wastewise, we see waste as a valuable resource so we focus on reusing, recycling or recovering value
from it rather than sending it to landfill. We are proud to offer our customers a zero waste to landfill
solution in exchange for greener, safer and more economic alternatives.
We partner with other waste management companies to turn residual waste into RDF (Refuse Derived
Fuel) which can generate electricity and heat. This eliminates landfill and the harm it does to our
environment.

Total waste management
From segregation and collection to recycling and recovery, Wastewise provides an efficient,
reliable and responsive total waste management solution to suit customer requirements.
Where appropriate, we can also offer a dedicated on or off-site manager to coordinate and
monitor the recycling and waste management needs of a large single or multi-site customer.
Our 'one-stop shop' solution is founded on a professional and friendly service. You can relax in
the knowledge that you are doing your bit for the environment, achieving significant cost reductions and meeting the challenges
of increasingly stringent legislation.

- Free waste audit
As part of our service, Wastewise provides a free no-obligation waste audit from which we develop the most
sustainable and cost effective solution to meet your needs.

Bins & containers
Wastewise understands space is a premium for all businesses. Far from cluttering up your
work environment, our bins and containers can actually save you space, money and give you
added health and safety benefits.
We offer a full range of containers to suit your needs. From wheelie bins and skips to bulk
containers, which we collect promptly and reliably at your convenience.
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Waste collection
Wastewise offers a comprehensive waste collection service to maximise recycling rates and
deliver significant cost savings whilst maintaining the highest levels of customer service at all
times. This includes separate collections for single stream recycling, dry mixed recycling and
food waste recycling.
With Wastewise you can be sure your waste will be taken care of legally, responsibly and with
minimal disruption to your business. Our customers have access to an efficient, reliable and responsive service using the latest
transport and treatment technologies.

Recycling & recovery
There are many reasons to consider recycling your waste. Legislation and taxation are often
the major drivers but companies are now also required to improve their green credentials by
customers further down their supply chain.
Wastewise strives to develop and promote ways to recycle and recover value from waste and
reduce the amount sent to landfill. Our innovative approach enables us to achieve an overall
recycling rate of over 90%. The residual waste which cannot be recycled or recovered is used to generate electricity and heat.
We provide comprehensive, cost-effective and sustainable
solutions for an increasing range of materials including paper,
cardboard, plastics, metals, glass, wood, organic waste (incl. food
and green waste), construction and demolition waste.

Skip hire
Wastewise provides a professional and reliable skip hire service for construction and
demolition projects or sites producing large quantities of heavy and bulky waste including
household clearances and renovations.
Our skips come in three sizes - 8yd³, 12yd³ and 14yd³. The 8yd³ skip is suitable for heavier
waste such as soil and construction waste, whereas the 12yd³ and 14yd³ skips are suitable for
lighter and bulkier waste.
You can hire our skips for as long or as short a time as you like. We take care of all waste documentation, skip permits, lights and
cones for you.

Recycled aggregates & landscaping products
We supply a range of high quality recycled composts, mulches, top soils and aggregates for
use in a variety of professional and domestic applications.
All of our landscaping products are rich in organic matter with no chemical additives and are
fully certified to industry standards.
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